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Comment on acp-2020-1330 

Referee comment on "Development of New Emission Reallocation Method for Industrial Nonpoint 
Source in China" by Yun Fat Lam et al., Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-
2020-1330-RC2, 2021  

The authors developed a new method to allocate industrial emissions onto grid cells based on the areas 
of blue-roof buildings, which are retrieved from the satellite imagery. This new emission distribution 
method has been applied to the MIX inventory and evaluated through atmospheric chemistry modeling 
and comparison against surface observations. Overall, I feel that this study provides new insights into 
high-resolution emissions mapping, which deserves publication. It has been recognized that the 
population-based allocation method tends to overestimate anthropogenic emissions over urban areas 
in China, which could be improved using the method developed in this work to identify the location of 
blue-roof industrial buildings. My only concern is that the manuscript lacks a detailed 
description of the blue roof identification algorithm, which is difficult to understand in its current 
form. And the evaluation results using surface observations need further analysis to illustrate the 
improvement of the spatial distribution patterns of emission inventories. My comments are as 
follows.  

Response:  
We wish to thank the reviewer for providing the valuable comments and suggestions. It helps us to improve 
the paper further.  

Q1), 3.1. The description of the emission allocation method should be moved to the method part in 
Section 2. 

Response:  
Thanks for pointing out that. I think we had used a wrong description for section 3.1. Now, we have renamed 
section 3.1 to “HSV value selection, data training, and results of blue-roof colour identification”. As this 
section covers the results of the HSV process, we believe it should belong to section 3 results and discussion. 
Sorry for the confusion.  
  



Q2), After reading this section, I am not very clear how the blue roof identification algorithm works. 
What do you mean by “incorporated the effect of sun position on colour change under different latitudinal 
position in the satellite images.” (lines 175-176 on page 5)? Please explain “In this study, 4 ranges of 
HSV were identified for the blue roof identification algorithm. Its HSV ranges were 193-230° for H, 17% 
to 90% for S and 40% to 100% for V.” (lines 179-180 on page 5)? The method description needs to be 
further improved to make it easier for an audience to understand.  

Response:  
Thanks for the comments. We have written this part.  
 

Changes in text 

Line 181 -193 in the manuscript 

“Three urban areas are Jing-Jin-Ji (Baoding area with 332 km2), Yangtze River Delta (Shanghai area with 

1,336 km2), and GBA (Fushan area with 1,194 km2) were picked as the training dataset as we recognized that 

cities and regions might have their own building styles and development patterns, choosing these three regions 

not only allowed more diverse samples to be included in the training dataset but also incorporated the potential 

effect of solar incident angles on image colour (i.e., different brightness) under different latitudinal positions 

and time of satellite passing. To obtain the “ground truth” reference for iterative comparison, manual 

digitization of blue-roofs using the zoom level 16 data was performed for those three areas. The result of the 

iterative process shows that not a single set of HSV ranges was sufficient to capture the blue colour variation 

exhibited in the google images. As there was a broad spectrum of blue colours (e.g., low cyan, cyan blue, low 

blue) found in the satellite images, four sets of HSV ranges were used for the blue roof identification algorithm, 

in which each set of HSV ranges were adopted to identify an independent section of “blue colour” from the 

HSV solid cylinder. It should be noted that as the ranges of HSV values are considered as business confidential 

information under the project agreement, the exact values are not disclosed here. In general, the applied HSV 

values were ranged between 193° and 230° for Hue (H), 17% and 90% for Saturation (S), and 40% and 100% 

for Value (V). 

 

Image source for illustration : https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:HSV_color_solid_cylinder.png  



Q3), 3.3. The evaluation of the CMAQ simulation only presents the summary of performance statistics 
that covers all of the surface observation stations. I am curious whether the model performance (e.g., 
RMSE, MB) is different among urban, rural, and remote background observation stations, which will 
help understand the improvement of emission distribution patterns over different regions.  

Response:  
Thank you for the suggestion. We have added some new analysis and discussion on the PM2.5 performance. 
Figure 8 shows the spatial pattern of PM2.5 performance: a) January and b) August, 2015. For the detailed 
discussion, please refer to “Changes in the text” below. 

 
Figure 8: Spatial comparison of RMSE performance between the base case and blue-roof case: a) January and b) August. Stations 
with yellow colour indicates “RMSE improvement” where the RMSE of the blue-roof case is lower than the RMSE of the base 
case (RMSEblue-roof case – RMSEbase case < 0). Stations with red colour refers to as “RMSE impact” (RMSEblue-roof case – RMSEbase case 
 ³ 0), meaning that the situation gets worse after using the blue-roof algorithm (© (Google)). 
 
Changes in text 

Line 282 -296 in the manuscript 

“Figure 8 shows the comparison of spatial performance between the base and blue-roof cases. The “RMSE 

improvement” means that the blue-roof case has outperformed the base case (RMSEblue-roof case – RMSEbase case 

< 0), while the “RMSE impact” means that the blue-roof case has worsened the CMAQ performance 

(RMSEblue-roof case – RMSEbase case ³ 0). In general, the majority of stations in Guangzhou, Foshan and Dongguan 

have received a substantial improvement in both January and August, as shown in yellow colour, while some 

outer stations in southern and eastern parts of  PRD and Hong Kong get worse (i.e., RMSE impact) shown in 

red colour. These stations with the “RMSE impact” designation are primarily suburban areas where a mixed 

land-use pattern was identified. Overall, stations with “RMSE improvement” yield an average RMSE of 45.8 

µg/m3 and 30.6 µg/m3 for the base and blue-roof cases in January, respectively, which translates to about -

12.3 µg/m3 for the RMSE improvement.  This number is much larger than +0.7 µg/m3 in magnitude obtained 

from the group with the “RMSE impact” designation, which illustrates the improvement has outweighed the 

impact. For August, the differences in RMSE(blue-roof case – base case) under the “RMSE improvement” and “RMSE 

impact” are -4.5 µg/m3 and +0.73 µg/m3, respectively. Although there are quite a number of stations (~25+) 

is fallen into the category of “RMSE impact”, their actual RMSE differences are relatively small (e.g., ~75% 

of stations with RMSE less than 1 µg/m3). Hence, it doesn’t cause any concern for the blue-roof method. 

Detailed statistical results for each station have been incorporated into Appendix Table S1 and S2, and the 

corresponding station locations are available in Appendix Figure S3.” 



Response:  
Figure 9 shows the performance of PM2.5 under different types of monitoring stations: a) January and b) 
August. Once again, detailed information. For detailed discussion, please refer to “Changes in the text” below. 
Please note that, as suggested by the other reviewer, CMAQ results from the point/area based bottom-up 
approach was also compared. 

 

 
Figure 9: Performance of PM2.5 under different station types: a) January and b) August. 

 

 
Figure S3: Satellite image with observation stations (© Google). 

 
 
Changes in text 



Line 312 -323 in the manuscript 

“Figure 9 shows the PM2.5 performance of different station types (see Appendix Figure S3).  As expected, the 

point/area based btmUp case has the lowest RMSE among the cases for all station types, while there is a clear 

improvement of RMSE in urban stations in the blue-roof case; Implementing the blue-roof method has 

eliminated some of the extreme outliers from the base case, forming a much more narrowed RMSE range. In 

terms of rural and suburban stations, minor RMSE improvements (i.e., mean values) have been observed. It 

should be aware that the wider RMSE range showed in the blue-roof case (as compared with the base case) 

for the suburban category in Figure 9a is just a visual illusion. As the maximum RMSE value of the base case 

in the suburban category has been plotted as an outliner (dot) instead of a regular line in the upper whisker. 

Hence, the RMSE range (the two-end whiskers) in the blue-roof case is visually taller than the one in the base 

case.  Appendix Figure S4 shows the station (i.e., CN_1352A) that corresponds to the maximum RMSE in the 

suburban category, and better performance has been obtained from the blue-roof case (blue line). In the station, 

the RMSE in January (August) for the base and blue-roof cases are 84.4 (36.0) µg/m3 and 50.0 (27.5) µg/m3, 

respectively. 

 
Figure S4: Time series of surface PM2.5 at station CN_1352A (23° 8' 26.628"N 113° 15' 57.24") – North of Guangzhou: a) January 
and b) August.  



Q4), Uncertainty assessment. Table 2 presents the False Detection Rate and False Alarm Rate in the 
blue roof identification algorithm. Is it possible to incorporate this information to quantify the 
uncertainties in the emission allocation processes?  

Response:  
Thanks for the question. We can’t calculate the uncertainty of the emission estimate from the False 
Detection Rate and False Alarm Rate in the blue-roof identification from the process, as these numbers only 
reflect the domain-wide performance on blue colour detection. This can’t be translated to use in the gridded 
outputs for uncertainty assessment.   



Q5), Line 105, page 4. Please explain how the MIX inventory for 2010 was scaled to the target 
simulation year of 2015. 

Response: 
In this study, the MIX emission inventory was adapted to the target simulation year of 2015 (Zhang, 2020; 
Zhang et al. 2020). For PRD, sector-based control technologies were applied to estimate the emission totals 
in 2015 (Zheng et al. 2018; Li et al. 2019). The national gas monitoring data 
(http://www.ipe.org.cn/MapPollution/Pollution.aspx?q=3&type=1), ESRI 2015 population data, and 
OpenStreetMap traffic data together with the top-down method described in Du (2008) were then temporally 
and spatially interpreted into 27km (D1), 9km (D2), and 3km (D3) resolutions. The model validation of the 
base year 2015 was extensively discussed in our previous publication (Zhang et al. 2020). Please note that the 
trends of emissions from 2012 to 2016 were decreasing, in particularly on PM2.5, which has been found to 
have a large decrease. 

 

Changes in text 
Line 110 -117 in the manuscript 

“In this study, the MIX inventory was first scaled to the target simulation year of 2015 based on available 

sector-based control technologies (Li et al., 2019; Zhang, 2020; Zheng et al., 2018). The derived emission 

totals from each sector, except for the industrial emissions, were then temporally and spatially interpreted into 

27km (D1), 9km (D2), and 3km (D3) resolutions using the top-down emission method described in Du (2008).  

Detailed methodology and validation of the base year 2015 emission inventory were extensively discussed 

and can be found in our previous publications (Zhang et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020). As Hong Kong 

emissions were not well presented in the MIX inventory due to the limitation of spatial resolution, the bottom-

up emissions from the PATH-2016 platform were adopted for Hong Kong emissions.”  



Q6), Line 108, page 4. “Hong Kong emissions were not presented in the MIX inventory” If I remember 
it correctly, the MIX inventory includes Hong Kong emissions.  

Response:  
Thanks for pointing out that. Yes, the MIX inventory includes HK emissions, but it wasn’t very well presented 
under its native resolution (~ 27 km). We would like to say “were not well presented”. 
 

Changes in text 
Line 113 -115 in the manuscript 

As Hong Kong emissions were not well presented in the MIX inventory due to the limitation of spatial 

resolution, the bottom-up emissions from the PATH-2016 platform were adopted for Hong Kong emissions.”  



Q7), Lines 289 and 290, page 8. “However, we are also aware that the assumption of the blue-roof 
method where larger blue-roof has more emissions may not always be sufficient under different 
resolutions.” This looks very interesting, but the manuscript has not analyzed the emission distribution 
patterns at different spatial resolutions, right? I would like to know how the authors reach such a 
conclusion.  

Response:  
In this study, we have assumed the area of blue-roof is directly proportional to the amount of emissions being 
released. In other words, the bigger factory that occupied a larger piece of land (i.e., roof-top) is assumed to 
produce more emissions than the small factory which occupies a small land. This is not always true. For 
example,  we could have a small factory using very old combustion technology that produces more emissions 
than the big factory with advanced technology. In the situation of low-resolution (e.g., 27 km or 9 km), the 
emission aggregation process that produces individual gridded emissions from many blue-roof areas has 
damped down the effect during the averaging process. However, when the resolution reaches below 3 km (e.g., 
1 km), there are not many factories being averaged. Hence, the chance of falsely allocating the emissions will 
be much higher.  

Our original recommendation on 1 km was mainly based on the nest-down ratio of 3 to 1. So, the next logical 
resolution in our study is 1 km. However, for the general recommendation, we should not be based on our 
domain setting. Therefore, it is better to change it to “lower than 3 km”, which we had already tested the 3 km 
in this study.  

 

Changes in text 
Line 364 -368 in the manuscript 

“Please aware that the assumption of the blue-roof method where larger blue-roof has more emissions may 

not always be sufficient under different resolutions. Therefore, further increasing the spatial resolution to 

lower than 3 km (e.g., 1 km) should be performed with cautions. Before the point/area based bottom-up 

approach with the unit process data is fully available in China, this method will be a useful technique for 

handling industrial emissions in China.” 


